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When six everyday moms and teachers formed Save Our Schools Arizona in 2017,
we did not realize we were grabbing a tiger by the tail. We quickly learned that the
movement to de-fund and fully privatize public education had been engineered by
special interests for decades and that the false promise of “school choice” had led
to an vast, multi-pronged system of siphoning tax dollars from public to private
schools.
In 2019, we created the nonprofit Save Our Schools Arizona Network to research and
promote the importance of an equitable, fully funded public education system that
builds a better Arizona. We have invested in outreach in every corner of the state,
and are listening to and engaging parents, educators, retirees and other community
members from Sierra Vista to Page, and everywhere between. Our first full year of
operation has been exciting and eventful. We are beyond proud, and invite you to
read about our accomplishments and plans for the future.

— Dr. Sharon Kirsch & Beth Lewis, Co-Executive Directors

Our Vision

We are a non-partisan, community-based organization
supporting strong public schools to build a better Arizona.

Our Mission

Research public education issues affecting our state in an objective, factbased manner.
Engage Arizonans around the topic of public education by sharing research
and initiating dialogues around the state.
Collaborate with other local and national education and community
groups, business partners, and other leaders to build support for public
education in Arizona.

Mission 1

Research public education issues
affecting our state in an objective,
fact-based manner.
In 2020, the Save Our Schools Arizona Network research team built a body of
research that stakeholders across the state accessed via our new website and social
media channels. This allowed us to successfully grow our name as a well-respected
nonpartisan research organization. In addition, our Research team monitored
news outlets, education sources, and legal blogs across the nation and across the
years to gain a better understanding of how privatization is spreading across the
states. We documented that Arizona and Florida are the states most dominated by
privatization and are a cautionary tale for dangerous policies that undermine and
fundamentally weaken public education.
We conducted, compiled, updated, and fact-checked research to support and advise
on policy work and volunteer outreach. In addition, we tracked public education
advocacy in other states and monitored local and national court rulings related
to school privatization. We continue to cultivate relationships with national
organizations including the Network for Public Education, the Education Law
Center, and the Southern Poverty Law Center, as well as other public education
advocacy organizations and experts around the states.

WEBSITE
A critical part of information dissemination is an easily navigable website. In 2020,
we completely overhauled the design, architecture, and content of our website to
make information intuitively available & searchable.
In 2020, we employed a Research Director and a Policy Director to oversee our policy
advisors and interns. Our Editorial Director, Digital Director, and Communications
Director, as well as other members of the team, collaborated on content production,
ensuring continuity of messaging and branding. In 2020, we set a goal of reaching
new audiences and increasing traffic on our Network website. Since the August
launch, the new website has had over 35,000 unique visitors.
In 2021, we plan to expand our role as state and nationally recognized source
of accurate, up-to-date, and nonpartisan information related to the impact of
privatization on public education by bringing on an additional Research associate
to help gather data, monitor policy changes across the states, and expand our library
of resources available on our website and strategically shared with our network.

BLOG
The research we gather is only useful with an active campaign to distill and
disseminate it. In 2020, we published a series of blogs about the history of vouchers,
how special interests have funded and successfully pushed their expansion across
the states, and more. These blogs received 29,400 unique views on our website in
2020. We will expand the number of blog posts and invite guest authors in order
to grow our reach in 2021.

Visit the website
& blog at:
SOSAZNetwork.org

GOVERNMENT RELATIONS
In 2020, our research and editorial teams met with many state lawmakers
and partner organizations to present our research on education funding and
school privatization. We educated stakeholders on a multitude of topics,
including education funding basics and how funding helps students thrive;
inequities in school funding and how this disproportionately impacts our
traditionally underserved communities; the dangers of a new taxpayerfunded microschool model; and how voucher funding impacts our local
public schools.
In addition, we hosted nonpartisan public, online Candidate Forums in
September and October to give legislative candidates in key legislative races
a nonpartisan platform to explain how they viewed their responsibilities
vis-a-vis public education in order to help voters to make informed choices.

VIRTUAL & IN-PERSON PRESENTATIONS
Our intention for 2020 was to hold in-person community town halls and roadshows, as well as
expand our volunteer network by presenting and tabling all across the state. We accomplished
this goal in January and February, but the COVID-19 pandemic derailed our in-person work. We
immediately pivoted to the webinar format and developed myriad programs to reach new and
existing audiences.

8

eye-opening new
presentations in
English & Spanish

70+

Presentations
delivered
across Arizona

Our Research and Outreach teams developed 8 eye-opening presentations in English and Spanish,
including variations on Inequitable Funding in Arizona Schools, the Education Roadshow, How
Vouchers Hurt Reservation Schools, and The Truth About Vouchers. All of our presentations are
aimed at educating everyday Arizonans about our classroom crisis, how we got here, how it can
be solved, and how Arizonans together can help to strengthen our state’s commitment to public
education.
In 2020, we trained 48 volunteer presenters and 6 coordinators, who were able to reach audiences
from large community groups to small gatherings of neighbors. Our presenters delivered over
70 presentations across the state and engaged thousands of Arizonans around the importance
of public education. We invited lawmakers, community stakeholders, school board members,
superintendents, parents, and teachers to become part of the conversation and to learn more.

Native
Outreach

Mission 2

Engage Arizonans around the topic of
public education by sharing research and
initiating dialogues around the state.
In 2020, we leveraged our statewide network to deepen
knowledge around the urgent need to strengthen public
education in our state. We were able to bring on an
Outreach Director and four Outreach Coordinators due to
grant funding from the Helios Foundation. A large part of
our focus included Latino, Native, and rural communities
who are often largely ignored by education advocacy and
engagement efforts. Our goals in 2020 were to triple both
our Spanish-speaking network and our tribal community
network, and we far exceeded this objective.

”

We know that grassroots engagement
is by far the most effective investment
for building awareness around the
importance of public education.
In addition, we focused on growing, engaging, and
informing our network by training and mobilizing
volunteers to advocate for better educational outcomes in
their communities. We know that grassroots engagement is
by far the most effective investment for building awareness
around the importance of public education. For this
reason, we are already working on our 2021 plan to develop
SOSAZ Network Community Action Teams across Arizona.
Having locally placed organizers will engage parents,

Our Tribal Outreach Consultant,
Nadine Groenig, focused on
building our reach within Native
communities. While this work was
constrained during the summer
months due to the pandemic,
Nadine developed and hosted an
online series called “Indigenous
Perspectives.”
The series has focused on such
topics as:
• the importance of voting
• how lost languages lead to
lost cultures,
• education issues relating
to Native families and
teachers.
This bi-monthly series has a wide
following and typically reaches over
1,000 viewers for each segment.
She presented “How Private
Vouchers Hurt Reservations
Schools” to four different Native
audiences. In addition, as a
respected proponent of equitable
education for Indigenous students
in Arizona, she has been able to
help amplify this work to hundreds
of individuals in communities
with whom we weren’t previously
connected.

Nadine also developed a survey
to gauge reservation response to
the pandemic and to identify the
community’s needs. She continues
to work on extending the Save Our
School Arizona Network’s presence
in Native communities by reaching
out to teachers, parents, and school
districts; identifying groups to
partner with and cohost events
and presentations; and continuing
to building the contact list and
developing relationships with
stakeholders.
With her input, we developed
Navajo language videos, emails,
radio ads, and collateral. We placed
radio and print ads on reservations
to great effect. For example, radio
ads on the Navajo Nation
reached 75% of women in that
area. In addition, we had three
editorials published on the Navajo
Nation.
In 2021, we intend to build on
this incredible outreach with the
hope that we can do more inperson organizing, which we know
is most effective. These faceto-face
conversations are
critically important for building
relationships and trust, particularly
in tribal communities. The ability to
expand radio and print advertising
as well as in-person events will
help us build our engagement
on the reservation and in tribal
communities. One major goal is to
present to the Inter Tribal Council
in 2021 in order to centralize our
efforts and develop relationships
with many more tribes, who have
historically been victimized by
attempts at assimilation, religious
conversion, and now education
privatization.

Rural Outreach

In the spring of 2020, we brought on a Northern Arizona
Outreach Coordinator, Kari Hull, who has worked
tirelessly to develop and expand contacts throughout
various communities including Prescott, Humboldt,
Chino Valley, Flagstaff, Cottonwood, Kingman, Sedona,
Payson, and more by creating specifically tailored
presentations in all of these rural communities. Kari
has developed strong relationships in these communities
and encourages stakeholders from parents, teachers,
principals, superintendents, and retirees to learn more
about public education in Arizona. Our rural email
list grew by thousands of names due to her tireless
advocacy and relationship-building, and we increased
our rural volunteer base by hundreds of volunteers.
Our Communications team also placed radio and print
ads across the state, particularly in rural areas in order
to effectively reach new audiences when in-person
organizing was impossible. We reached over 20,000
rural Arizonans with radio and print ads, and we
placed letters to the editor in over 20 community papers
with extensive reach and great reception.
In order to expand engagement in rural communities,
where support for public education is flagging
and misinformation around school funding is
at an all-time high, we will hire an additional Rural
Outreach Coordinator to organize and support newly
formed community groups. This will allow us to increase
our volunteer base and continue to expand the volunteer
network statewide within local teams.

teachers, retirees, and
more who are ready to
learn more and work on
education advocacy. We
continue to grow this
community-based effort
with the recognition that
once people learn about
Arizona’s education crisis,
they want to take action to
protect their communities
and their public schools.
We plan not only to activate
volunteers, but also to
help them recognize that
their voices matter at the
local and state level. This
is particularly important
in rural communities,
where support for public
education is flagging and
misinformation
around
school funding is at an
all-time high. In order
to combat this, we will
hire an additional rural
outreach coordinator to
organize and support these
newly formed community
groups. This will allow us
to increase our volunteer
base and continue to
expand the volunteer
network statewide within
local teams. Regional
coordinators will conduct
events, phonebanks, and
surveys to discern local
needs and concerns, as
well as connect with and
engage volunteers around
policy being proposed by
the Legislature.

Latino Outreach

We hired two bilingual Latino Outreach Coordinators in 2020,
one located in Maricopa County and one in Pima County, as well as
a bilingual Social Media Specialist who assisted us in engaging
Spanish speakers and creating bi-lingual content on social media.
These coordinators offered a Spanish-language Education Roadshow,
which helped them begin to build and strengthen relationships in the
Latino community. They also secured radio interviews at Spanishlanguage radio stations across Maricopa and Pima counties, including
a weekly spot at Radio Maxima in Nogales and Southern Tucson.
These opportunities allowed us the ability to reach thousands of
Arizonans around the importance of education funding, the classroom
crisis, and the dangers vouchers pose to our local community schools.
Through Maxima radio, we reached an approximately 45-mile radius
with 6,000 local listeners in only two months. In Phoenix, we advertised
on 6 Spanish language stations reaching 2.5 million listeners.
During this time we expanded our Spanish language email list
by over 400%. The Latino Outreach team helped translate all our
materials into Spanish, including our collateral, videos, print ads,
radio ads, and our new website.
In an attempt to reach the wide swath of parents who do not tend to
watch webinars but may engage in social media, our Latino Outreach
Coordinator Raquel Mamani developed and hosted “Charla Con
Raquel,” a weekly Facebook Live series hosted in Spanish. The charlas
had 2-3 guests per episode and focused on pertinent topics from
helping families navigate schools during the pandemic, to the dangers
of vouchers, to the importance of school board members. These
episodes typically reached between 2,500-5,000 views each
week.
It is now critical that we build our Latino volunteer base and find
new ways to engage Spanish-speaking parents all across Arizona. In
particular, organizing parent groups will be critical in 2021.

DIGITAL OUTREACH
In 2020, our first full year of existence, we invested time and resources into
developing a brand that is separate and distinguishable from our 501(c)
(4) organization. This included developing new social media channels
(including Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, TikTok), a new website, and a
new logo suite. Our goal in 2020 was the development of these accounts
and the intention to increase followership in all portals. Since launching
the site, we’ve had 34,000 website hits. We aimed to increase social media
by 25%, and have accumulated approximately 1,000 followers in a few short
months.

We invested strategically in massive digital outreach to amplify our social
media through marketing and promotions. We placed ads on streaming
services and YouTube, as well as GoogleAds which yielded 30,000 website
hits and over 2 million impressions. In our second year of operation, we
aim to augment the reach of social media and double this reach.
In 2020, we retained a professional videographer to create a suite of
aspirational videos that would showcase our new tagline “Building a Better
Arizona” and represent our organization for years to come. We assisted with
scripting, production, recording, and filming. Our volunteers from across
the state participated in the film shoots. The end result is 20 videos, ranging
from 15 to 60 seconds each, all available in both Spanish and English. We
will use these videos for promotions and branding going forward to build
on the groundswell to support public education. Our goal in 2020 was to
develop this video content with an aim to use on multiple platforms. We
will begin using the videos in various capacities for social media promotions
and posts in November 2020 and aim to reach 1,000,000 total views by the
end of 2021.

COMMUNICATIONS
In 2020, our communications plan focused on increasing the visibility of
our organization by working with national and local press and media. This
included strategic relationship building with media to further coverage on
education issues consistent with our mission, as well as coordinating the
publication of numerous letters to the editor and opinion pieces in various
statewide and local news publications.
We developed and launched an educational radio campaign for targeted
audiences including Spanish-speaking and Navajo audiences. The
campaign ran from March through the end of August with over 1000 spots
that reached 3,634,800 Arizonans.
In addition, we amplified the radio campaign with print and digital
advertising targeting rural communities. We worked hard to reach Arizona
citizens in a variety of ways —from large metro papers like Arizona Republic
and Daily Sun, to weekly community papers like the Kingman Miner and
Prescott Courier; Spanish radio, rural radio, the digital versions and social
media pages of ALL of those outlets, as well as regular Letters to the Editor.
We’ve worked hard and spent strategically to ensure our message around
the importance of public education is heard wherever people consume local
information.
In 2021, our Communications plan will aim to expand on this increased
visibility, but will also work to grow the conversation around the importance
of public education and the continued need for increased and more equitable
investments in our education system. As our audience grows and more of
Arizona looks to us for fact-based education information, the more complex
our messaging can become. 2021 is the ideal year to build on this narrative,
and to help everyday Arizonans connect the dots around school funding,
academic performance, and community success, as well as the dangers of
privatization.

SPEAKER SERIES: “SPEAKING OF SCHOOLS”
The Save Our Schools Arizona Network-branded “Speaking of Schools”
online series explores the most critical issues facing public education in
the 21st century, leveraging nationally recognized speakers. We talk with
local and national experts on the issues affecting families, communities,
and schools in Arizona and across the United States. The series kicked
off in June with “Re-imagining Schools: A Return to a New Reality—A
Conversation about Equity” with Dr. Richard Carranza, Chancellor of New
York Public Schools, and Dr. David Stovall, Professor of African American
Studies and Criminology at the University of Illinois, Chicago. Some other
topics and presenters included:
•

“A Conversation about National Voucher Laws”
with Jessica Levin, Senior Attorney at the Education Law
Center and Director of Public Funds Public Schools and
Katherine Dunn, Regional Policy Analyst and Children’s
Rights Director at the Southern Poverty Law Center

•

“A Conversation about Legislative Fact and
Fiction” with State Senators Heather Carter and Sean
Bowie

•

“The Role of Business in Public Education” with
Ron Butler and Lisa Urias

•

“Community Organizing for Equity” with Journey
for Justice Alliance National Director Jitu Brown

•

“America’s Teacher Crisis” with University of
Kentucky Dean & Professor of Education Policy Julian
Vasquez Heilig and Voices for Education founder Robin
Hiller

•

“The Constitutional Argument for Public Schools”
with University of South Carolina Constitutional Law
Professor Derek Black

•

“Indigenous Student Access & Equity” with
Superintendent of San Carlos Unified School District
Deborah Jackson-Dennison and Superintendent of
Chinle Unified School District Quincy Natay

In 2021, we will continue this series. Due to uncertainty around when we
will be able to resume in-person activities, the intent is to continue bringing
national and local experts on public education to Arizona virtually via
Zoom. Some future topics include ways other states have achieved equitable
funding, how community schools benefit children and local neighborhoods,
the history of education funding in Arizona, and how parents can be policy
advocates for their children.

Mission 3

Collaborate with other local and national education and
community groups, business partners, and other leaders
to build support for public education in Arizona.
In 2020, we set out to leverage disparate groups in pursuit of one goal: a strong
and well funded public education system. We have forged strong relationships
with other Arizona education advocacy groups, business leaders and business
groups, community organizations, and other stakeholders. Just as importantly,
we have strategically fostered partnerships with district schools, neighborhood
associations, civics groups, local businesses, and individual community
members.
The pandemic did not allow for many in-person meetings after March, but did
give us the ability to meet with geographically widespread entities and partner
on projects such as webinars and forums to extend our reach. In 2021, we intend
to further these relationships by engaging with new alliances working on P-20
education issues in Arizona and beyond.
In 2021, we plan to develop and maintain stronger relationships with national
organizations dedicated to public education and strengthen our focus on
opposing privatization, such as the Network for Public Education, Center for
American Progress, Public Funds for Public Schools, the Southern Poverty Law
Center, and the Ed Law Center. Should the pandemic allow, officers will travel
to meet with these various organizations and attend national conferences on key
education issues.
In 2021, we also aim to grow relationships with groups like ours around the states
serving as grassroots education watchdogs. Several grassroots organizations in
other states fighting vouchers have reached out to us to draw on our expertise to
defeat ESA voucher expansion. This year we were able to participate in calls and
webinars with some such groups and plan to continue growing our partnerships
across the states. We also have in the works co-developed toolkits for fighting
privatization across the states to benefit other organizations around the country
fighting the special interests looking to privatize their public school systems.

#BuildingABetterArizona

